O&O FileBackup

O&O FileBackup. Instant. Reliable. Fast.
O&O FileBackup is the simplest and most convenient way to back up
your data. Use the automatic detection of important files for backup
or select the directories containing important data yourself. Once
set up, all you need to do in the future is to start the backup and
automatically add all new and changed files to existing backups.
Automatic recognition of important files
O&O FileBackup can automatically detect important files and suggest them
for backup. Select photos, videos, music and office documents and all the
files with the corresponding file extensions are searched for and saved. If you
want, you can even customize it yourself and include more files in this backup.
Would you prefer to select directories or entire partitions yourself? No
problem. And so that only the really important files are backed up, system and
program files are automatically excluded. This saves time and storage space!
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Automatic backup of new and changed files
To avoid searching for new or changed files, O&O FileBackup can automatically
detect these files for you and propose them for backup. This is especially
helpful when importing photos and videos as it immediately creates another
copy of this valuable data.
Restoring Backups
Restoring the backup files is as easy as backing them up: just use the built-in
restore feature in O&O FileBackup to select the files you want to restore and
restore them to the target directory.
Incidentally, you can also restore the data without O&O FileBackup because
the data is stored faithfully on the backup medium and can be easily read and
copied again direct from there.
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O&O FileBackup. Instant. Reliable. Fast.
Instant
O&O FileBackup can be used immediately. On every Windows PC. Without
installation and without equipment. Start, select, save. Finished.
Reliable
O&O FileBackup detects new and changed files. You need never again look
for photos, videos and other documents by hand to copy them. Everything is
done automatically.
Fast
O&O FileBackup backs up your data as fast as is physically possible. Long
waiting times for the backup are over. And if you need to save a lot of data,
you can pause the backup at any time and continue later. Backups do not get
faster or easier than this.
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Highlights
Assistant-guided backup and restoration of data
Support for local backups, backups to USB stick and hard disk / SSD, as well
as on target directories available on the network, such as NAS or servers
Manual selection of the target directories
Automatic selection of directories and file types to be backed up
Support of Windows libraries for automatic backup
Full and automatic backup of all selected files
Automatic detection of new and changed files to add to existing backups
(a so-called “incremental” backup)
Definition of file filters for backup (e.g. photos, videos, music,
office documents)
Automatically create an intelligent directory structure so that backups
to a destination medium can be made by multiple users on multiple PCs
Detailed logging of the backup and restore
Definition of exclusion lists, for example to exclude system directories
and files during backup
Provision for Microsoft OneDrive directories
Option to define minimum and maximum file size for the backup
Integrated scheduling for automatic backups at defined times
Automatic detection and adjustment of the target drive when used
on different systems
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System Requirements
Supports Windows® 10, 8, 7, Windows® Server 2008 R2, 2013,
2016 and 2019
No installation required, the application can be started directly
Internet connection for product activation and update
Recommended: external storage medium for data backup,
e.g. USB stick or hard disk
Made in Germany. Made in Berlin.
All O&O products are developed and serviced in Berlin. We take the concerns
of our customers very seriously because we know just how important their
data is for them. What’s more, we’ve been doing so for over twenty years!
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